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Aim of the course

• Knowledge building in fashion and textiles; First touch to MA thesis 
process in FaCT

• Design Research; presents different methods in design research (practice-
based being one of those)

• Thesis plan orientation; start at the end of May, first course in second 
Master years, starts the MA thesis process

• Thesis plan presentations, 5 pages, accepting the plan, process starts 
(October)

• Good time to do the thesis during the second study year until the end 
of May

• Publish your MA thesis in repository aaltodoc.aalto.fi





Aim of the course

• Presents different ways of doing Master thesis in FaCT

• Provides some writings you can use in your own process

• Provides learnings in information and visual retrieval (using and 
finding the right sources/repositories, google scholar and other data 
sources)  

• Helps you to identify your own interest and viewpoint (positioning + 
context building)

• Helps you to be ready to start the MA process in autumn 2022



Pro-
gramme

Date Content Pre-readings

9.1. 13.15.-17.00

Course starts

How to do the course;

First task reflective journal

Kirsi Niinimäki: positioning your MA thesis 

Koskinen, I., & Krogh, P. G. (2015). Design 

accountability: When design research entangles 

theory and practice. International Journal of 

Design, 9(1), 121-127.

Mäkelä, M. (2016). Personal exploration: 

Serendipity and intentionality as altering 

positions in a creative process. Form 

Akademisk-forskningstidsskrift for design og 

designdidaktikk, 9(1).

16.1. 13.15-16.00

Information retrieval 

VÄRE R 102

16.15-17.00

MA thesis, group task

Form a group (max 4) and select MA thesis to read 

and analyse.

MA thesis guidelines

23.1. 13.15-15.00

Visual retrieval 

VÄRE R 102

15.15-17.00 Presenting the group task



30.1. 13:15-14:15 

Research-through-design

Practice-based-research

Emmi Pouta

Data collection in practice-

based approach Leonardo 

Hidalgo

14:30-16:30 

Practice-based-research

Panel discussion

− Emmi Pouta - host

− Julia Valle

− Noora Yau

− Leonardo Hidalgo

Please read these texts before the session and prepare view questions.

Nimkulrat, N. (2007). The role of documentation in practice-led research. Journal of Research 

Practice, 3(1), Article M6.

Julia Valle-Noronha, ‘The body within the clothes‘, RUUKKU - Studies in Artistic Research, 10 

(2019)  

6.2. 13.15-17.00 

Kirsi Niinimäki:

User centered approach

Participatory design 

Co-design

Ethnography

Please select one text from following and read it before the session and prepare to discuss this 

topic

Hirscher, A. & Niinimäki, K. (2013) Fashion Activism through Participatory Design, Crafting the 

future conference. 10th European Academy of Design Conferences 17-19 April, 2013. University 

of the Gothenburg, Sweden.

Brent Luvaas (2018) Introduction: Anthropology, Street Style, Bloomsbury Academic



8.2 Reflective journal submission 

deadline 8.2.

13.2. 13.15.-17.00

Feedback from reflective 

journals 

Kirsi Niinimäki: Positioning your 

own interest in MA thesis

Last task; short writing; How are 

you planning to position your 

MA thesis

Clemens Thornquist (2014) 

Basic Research in Art: 

Foundational Problems in 

Fashion Design Explored 

through the Art Itself, Fashion 

Practice, 6:1, 37-57.

15.2. Deadline to submit your 

positioning text





Reflective journal by 8th February

• AIM

• A reflective journal is a dialogue between you and you teacher(s).

Writing helps you to become aware of your own thinking, which in

turn helps and supports you in your creative process. It also helps you

to contextualize your own work in the wider field of fashion/textile

design. Writing makes your thinking and creative process visible to

others.



PROCESS

• Simply start by documenting your creative process or going through the material
you have been collecting in autumn 2022 in a creative course; your ideas,
thoughts, feelings, choices and decisions.

A) Or B) option

If you begin to reflect some past process (e.g. Innovative fashion or Experimental
textile course material from autumn 2022) go through all material you have been
collecting. Create a continuous writing process. At the same time, think about the
wider context of your work: how and by whom (designers, artists, theorists etc.)
has the subject been treated previously? What has been done, what has not been
done? What is your contribution to the subject? Please also use texts which will be
offered to you in the course.



Reflective writing

• Try to identify critical moments in your creative process by asking

yourself the following questions: How do I create? What / who

inspires me? How do I make creative choices? How did I resolve

problems? These questions help you to become aware of how you

work as a creative designer. The writing process is free-form meaning

that you can choose the style of writing that suits you best but if you

use text references, use them correctly and add the reference in the

text as well as construct a list of references at the end. (e.g. APA

style).



• When you have gathered enough visual and textual information, go

through it and try to identify moments which were important in the

process. Write these moments down and reflect on them. Ask

yourself: Why were these moments important? Why did I make the

choices I did? What did I learn in these moments? Where does my

project situate in the wider field of fashion/textile design? In this

phase you give meaning and context to your creative process. When

writing, you can also think about following questions:

- Which subject did I choose and why?

- How did I find information (both visual and textual)? How has the

subject been approached before me? What is my contribution?



Reflective journal

- How did the material help me in my own creative process?

- What did I learn? What did I enjoy? What did I find difficult and why?

- What were the critical points in my learning?

•

• OUTCOME

• - 4 pages of text (min 1500 words)

• - 1-2 pages of visual representations



Examples





























Documenting and reflecting 
creative process

Kirsi Niinimäki














































